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Title Field:   IR35 FORUM – MINUTES 1 August 2013 
 

Location: 1 Horseguards Road 
 
Attendees  
Rowena Fletcher (HMRC) (Chair) 
Sarah Radford (HMRC Policy) 
David Kirk (ICAEW) 
Lesley Fidler (CIOT) 
Simon McVicker (Professional Contractors Group) 
Julie Stewart (Professional Contractors Group) 
Kate Shoesmith (Recruitment and Employment Confederation) (For Tom Hadley) 
Jacqueline Gray (HMRC Technical) 
Robin Wythes (HMRC Policy) 
Penny Bradshaw (HMRC Operational) 
Philip Lloyd (HMRC Operational)  
Mike Brown (HMRC Operational)  
Adrian Dixon (HMRC Policy) 
Samantha Hurley (The Association of Professional Staffing Companies) 
Jason Piper (ACCA) 
Carl Henning (FCSA) 
Julie Campbell (HMRC Policy) 
 
Apologies  
Anne Redston (IR35 Specialist) Kate Cottrell (IR35 Specialist) David Ramsden 
(Federation of Small Business) 
 
Introduction and Review of Action Points 
 

1. Rowena Fletcher opened the meeting by thanking attendees for their 
continued support by agreeing to go ahead with this meeting during the 
summer holiday period. She welcomed Julie Stewart to the Forum as the 
new Chair of the Professional Contractors Group (PCG). 

 
2. The next meeting is scheduled for 11 November 2013 from 11:30 to 

13:30. 
 

3. A review of the action points from the minutes of the meeting held in 
April 2013 was undertaken. See annex 1 for details. 

 
4. Simon McVicker raised a query on paragraph 38 of the minutes of the 

last meeting of 29 April 2013 at which HMRC had stated that it was also 
developing additional guidance in the form of Frequently Asked 
Questions in relation to officeholders. 

 
5. Jacqueline Gray confirmed that work is ongoing on the external HMRC 

guidance. HMRC intends that this will include some examples. 
 
6. The PCG offered to share some examples with HMRC. 
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ACTION POINT 1 - Jacqueline and Simon to liaise to consider examples 
which could be used in HMRC’s external guidance on officeholders. 
ACTION POINT 2 - Jacqueline circulate the guidance and supporting 
scenarios in draft for Forum members to comment. 

 
IR35 New Process Review Framework 

 
7. Sarah Radford’s framework paper was handed out to the attendees. The 

framework breaks down the new IR35 processes introduced in 2012 into 
small sections and to consider how we might be able to evaluate the new 
processes. 
 
IR35 New Process Review Framework (PDF 15K) 

 
8. HMRC is seeking feedback on the IR35 pilot from both IR35 Forum 

members and stakeholders more widely. HMRC would like to work with 
the Forum members to develop the framework and seeks their help and 
support in evaluating the IR35 pilot. 

 
9. HMRC Internet Guidance on IR35 - HMRC explained that they have 

refreshed their internal IR35 guidance to support the new processes. 
However, they still have some concerns about the “user-friendliness” of 
the external guidance and we would be interested in the Forum’s views 
in this respect. 

 
10. There was a general discussion about the external guidance.  The 

external members of the Forum thought that IR35 needed to be better 
publicised than it currently is and suggested that very few people knew 
about it or if they had heard about it knew what it is or would know 
whether it applied to them. It was also suggested that the external 
guidance was not very accessible to those who did not know huge 
amounts about the subject. Whilst the site is very useful for experts to 
the lay person it was fairly impenetrable. 

 
11. HMRC’s technical team have been trying to raise awareness of IR35 

bycross reference IR35 guidance from other HMRC guidance in order to 
try and raise awareness of it.  It was felt that in general IR35 is 
perceived as only applying to those individuals in high pay/high profile 
top-level management roles, not to the general populace. While some 
sectors such as those working in IT are very aware of IR35 there are 
many sectors that do not believe that it applies to them. 

 
12. It was suggested that there were a number of separate issues at play 

here; Firstly how you get the IR35 message across to large groups; 
secondly, sole practitioner accountants who don’t necessarily understand 
IR35, and where they do are reluctant to advise new clients at the outset 
that they have a back dated tax liability because of this; and the fact 
that some client still believe IR35 to be a “grey” area and hence are 
content to run the risk of not applying the rules.  A question was raised 
about the number of companies who have responded to the Service 

http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/consultations/new-process-review-framework.pdf
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Company question on the HMRC P35 form (The P35 is Employer’s End of 
Year return detailing the amount of PAYE and NICs that is being 
accounted for. Question 6 on this form presently asks “Are you a Service 
Company” and, if so, - in effect – “Have you operated IR35?”) HMRC did 
not have these statistics at the time but thought that it was probably 
lower than it should be. 

 
13. A number of suggestions were made about how the profile of IR35 could 

be raised.  It was suggested that one of the best ways to raise attention 
to IR35 would be through hard copy. It was also suggested that HMRC 
might want to think about advertising in some trade specific journals to 
try and raise the profile of the legislation in sectors where it was possibly 
less well known about and there has been a recent rise in personal 
service companies. 

 
14. It was agreed that there is clearly a need to think creatively about how 

HMRC gets the IR35 message across, the scope to use hard copy to draw 
people’s attention to this is virtually zero, especially as HMRC is moving 
to “Digital by Default.” As such, HMRC want to manage any expectations 
that the IR35 Forum members may have about the possibility of printed 
leaflets and guidance in hard copy format, as this is unlikely to happen.  
However, they agreed that there was a need to think more creatively 
about how the profile of the legislation could be raised and thought that 
it might be useful if they engaged with some of their specialist 
communications partners to help to do this. HMRC also thought that they 
should consider targeted communications about IR35 around lifetime 
events such as when a person incorporates for the first time. 

 
15. HMRC advised that all of the IR35 guidance would be moving to 

www.GOV.uk this means that all the guidance will need to be revised and 
the front page information is planned to be presented more simply for 
the user. HMRC do not yet have a timeframe for this change. 

 
16. External Forum members expressed concern that the quality of 

information on GOV.uk was generally not good. HMRC agreed that a 
balance needs to be struck between HMRC’s guidance being clear and 
easy to use and that it carries enough detail for those who need more in-
depth advice. 

 
 
17. It was agreed that there should be another area of the framework 

concerned with how HMRC can raise the profile of IR35 and that this 
should be wider than just the guidance on the internet.   This may also 
cross over into the Compliance area. 

 
Contract Review Service (CRS) 
 

18.  HMRC advised the Forum members that there are currently 3 
experienced status inspectors manning the CRS helpline in Northampton. 
These inspectors will do their best to provide certainty to the customer 

http://www.gov.uk/
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as to whether a specific contract is compliant or not (as the facts may 
be) with IR35.  

 
19. The duration of calls to the CRS helpline can take up to 45 minutes or 

even longer, although the current average call length is around 15 
minutes. 

 
20. HMRC made the point, as they have done previously that an enquiry to 

the CRS helpline will not give rise to compliance review by HMRC, unless 
the customer specifically requests this. No referral would be made by the 
Northampton team to a compliance team. 

 
21. External Forum members praised the CRS and advised that they always 

found the people manning the helpline to be very helpful and 
knowledgeable about the subject. However, there is a difficulty in getting 
contractors to believe that they do need to deal with the helpline directly. 
This, he felt still stems back to the general perception (among 
contractors) of HMRC as a big scary Government organisation which in 
turn deters them from calling. 

 
22. Whilst HMRC acknowledged that this may be the case, HMRC runs a 

number of help lines which are used by employers without any issue. 
HMRC said that the CRS helpline was the least used of all the employer 
helps lines, and so it does seem that there is a still a general lack of 
awareness of IR35. 

 
23. HMRC provided  the following statistics to the Forum in respect of the 

CRS helpline for the period April 2012 to March 2013: 
 

Total requests for Opinions  received 80 
Written Opinions given                       10 
Unable to give an Opinion as yet    70 

 
Of the 70 cases yet to receive a written opinion: 

 
Still working  7 
Phone requests (no contract) 28 
Draft or generic contract 12 
No written contract  13 
No sight of Upper Contract  5 
Handed off to a specialist CS team  1 
Request withdrawn  1 
Not an IR35 intermediary  3 

 
IR35 New Process Review Framework (continued) 

 
24. Business Entity Tests (BETs) –REC advised that they have carried out 

a very simple snapshot survey of its members to see how happy people 
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are with the tests. The results show that that people are still not content 
and feel that test are focusing on the wrong questions and/or groups. 

 
25. The PCG has not surveyed its membership about the tests recently, but 

asked if HMRC held any record of the Business Entity Test results. HMRC 
explained that the only data they had in regard to the BETs is the 
number of times that they have been downloaded.  The tests are not 
automated to be taken online and HMRC is not currently in a position to 
do this. Consequently this means that HMRC does not have any data 
about how often they are used or what the pass/fail rate is for the BETs. 

 
26. External Forum members asked if HMRC had any data from the enquiries 

that were carried out.  HMRC advised that the opening question in an 
IR35 review asks the individual whether they have considered if IR35 
applies to them, customers are not specifically asked whether or not they 
have used the BETs. 

 
27. External Forum members raised concerns that a growing number of 

engagers are asking their workers if they have passed the BETs and if 
they have failed forcing them to be on PAYE or to operate IR35.  HMRC 
expressed concern that the BETs were being used in this way and 
reminded the Forum that this had never been the intention when they 
were introduced. The idea was that they would provide contractors with 
an idea of the likelihood of getting an IR35 investigation. HMRC also said 
that they had always been clear that it was possible for someone to be 
high risk on the BETs but still be outside of IR35. 

 
28. HMRC suggested that there may be some education to be done amongst 

contractors around the idea that the Personal Service Company (PSC) 
structure is not wrong in itself but that individuals do need to consider if 
IR35 applies.   

 
29. David Kirk asked what proportion of people would by viewed by HMRC as 

Low/Medium/High risks of IR35 non-compliance as a result of the tests 
have been found to be outside IR35? He felt the results of HMRC’s IR35 
compliance reviews may provide this information. 

 
30. HMRC explained that there is no way at present of capturing this 

information. It was agreed that it is difficult to see a clear way forward 
without any meaningful data/statistics on the tests. To obtain meaningful 
data a minimum of 2 years’ compliance cycle would be needed? 

 
31. HMRC said that the message they are hearing from this discussion was 

that the BETs are being used in a way that wasn’t intended and that this 
was having a negative impact. External Forum members  agreed that 
this is the case. 

 
32. New Compliance Approach to IR35 – Forum members welcomed the 

approach of concentrating compliance activity in specialist teams. The 
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teams were regarded as doing a professional job in difficult 
circumstances. 

 
33.  It was agreed that the current entries on the framework paper in the 

“how could we test?” column needs more reference to gathering 
feedback from customers, agents and HMRC caseworkers. One of the 
agreed principles when the new approach was introduced was that where 
someone could demonstrate that a contract is outside IR35, the enquiry 
will be closed down by the specialist team quickly. The current figures 
held indicate that enquiry closures for this reason are happening within 1 
and 6 weeks of the enquiry being initiated. 

 
34. External Forum members asked in what cases would HMRC need to 

approach an end user client for information? HMRC explained this will 
happen in most high risk cases and only in very exceptional 
circumstances will HMRC not approach the end client in order to check 
facts. HMRC added that they would not be doing their job properly if they 
just accepted information at face value and didn’t test what they were 
being told. 

 
35. IR35 Forum Terms of Reference –an open question was posed to the 

Forum members as to how can we best use the IR35 Forum and/or make 
it better? 

 
36. External Forum members suggested that longer advance notice of 

meetings, for example 6 or even 9 months in advance, would allow for 
the same Forum representatives to be available to attend each time.  
They also thought that there should be deadline by which each meeting 
will be confirmed as going ahead. This will allow Forum members to book 
travel arrangements in advance. 

 
37. It was also suggested that the Forum does not necessarily have to meet 

quarterly. Her view was that every 6 months would be acceptable. 
 
38. A question was raised about the membership of the Forum and whether 

it should be extended.  Concern was expressed that if the membership 
gets too large that it might make the meeting difficult to manage. HMRC 
explained that they had always envisaged that the Forum membership 
would be reviewed periodically.  It was agreed that consideration should 
be given to who else should be asked if they would like to join the 
Forum. This will be taken forward as part of the review process.  

 
39. Next steps – HMRC will circulate to Forum members another iteration of 

the framework paper incorporating all the comments in today’s 
discussions. This will be a near final version.  Following on from this the 
strands of work under each element of the framework will need an 
external and HMRC Forum member to lead and to progress the review of 
each area. 
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ACTION POINT 3 – Sarah Radford to circulate a further iteration of the 
IR35 New Process Framework document to all forum members 

 
Any Other Business 
 

40. The PCG raised the issue of the public sector and the guidance that has 
been put in place following the CST’s review of off-payroll appointments.    
The PCG wanted to share what they feel is an example of good practice 
adopted by the Ministry of Justice which involves the contractor sitting 
with a manager and completing a 44-question work practice 
questionnaire. The contractor has to then get this independently 
checked. If the independent check concludes that the contract is out side 
IR35 the Ministry of Justice will accept this view. 

 
41. Some Forum members were concerned that this might be overly 

bureaucratic and administratively burdensome. 
 
42. HMRC clarified that they are not in a position to discuss this issue as it is 

HM Treasury guidance.  HMRC said that they would be very happy to 
share the PCG’s view that this was good practice with HM Treasury.  

 
Close 

 
43. Rowena Fletched thanked all Forum members for attending the meeting.  

She hoped that people had found the meeting useful. HMRC look forward 
to seeing forum members again at the next meeting in November. 
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Annex 1 
 
  

Action Point 
number 

Description Conclusion Status 

AP 12  HMT to follow up the 
PCG’s letters to the 
Chancellor and Chief 
Secretary. 

Sarah Radford confirmed these letters have 
now been sent by HMT to the PCG. Simon 
McVicker confirmed not yet received. Sarah 
Radford to send electronic Copy to Simon 
McVicker  

Open 

AP 13 HMRC to provide a 
framework for a 
more detailed review 
of the IR35 Pilot 

See Agenda Item 2 of this meeting Closed 

AP 14 HMRC to review the 
Contract Review 
Service procedures 
and guidance. 

See Agenda Item 3 of this meeting Closed 

 
 

New Action Points arising 
Action Point 
number 

Description Conclusion Status 

AP 1 Jacqueline Gray and 
Simon McVicker to 
liaise and agree 
worked examples 
which can be used in 
HMRC’s updated 
external guidance on 
officeholders 

 Open 

AP 2  Jacqueline to put the 
revised guidance and 
supporting scenarios on 
office holders out in 
draft for comment 

 Open 

AP 3 Sarah to circulate a 
further iteration of the 
IR35 New Process 
Framework document 
to all forum members. 

 Open 

AP 4   Open 


